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About This Game

Ask most historical strategy gamers about World War Two and not many would have thought there were any tank battles in the
Pacific Theatre of World War Two. They did happen, and they happened often, but they never matched the scale of the

Western Theatre. Starting in China in the 1930’s the Chinese engaged the Japanese using Russian T26’s and German Panzer I’s.
The Japanese fought the Russians in 1939 and 1945, the Soviets with the one of the world’s greatest generals, Zhukov, in

command! In 1941 the French in Vietnam briefly fought the Japanese with World War One era tanks. In Burma and India,
British Commonwealth forces regularly engaged in battle using equipment that would have been considered obsolete on the

West Front. Finally the titanic struggle between the Japanese and United States of American resulted in dozens of tank
engagements. Even the Island War battles saw some engagements with over 30 Japanese tanks in a single mass assault. Tank

Battle: Pacific attempts to create many of these battles with a mixture of historical battles and themed scenarios that capture the
experience of being a tank commander in the Pacific Theatre in World War Two. Fight battles between Japan, France, China,

Russia, British Commonwealth and The United States of America. The game has a wide range of features from the tank battles
of Northern Manchuria to the battlefields of Burma and the landings on the Pacific Islands. The game even includes a what-if

scenario for Operation Olympic, the invasion of the Japanese homelands.

Key Game Features:

High Definition World War II era graphics.

15 Missions to play through, including 2 large-scale beach invasions.
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Play as the Japanese in the 8 Mission ‘First Strike’ tutorial campaign, concluding with a full-scale mission.

Play as the Chinese versus the Japanese in the ‘Bonus’ Campaign (1 Mission).

Play as the Japanese versus the French, then Chinese, the Americans in the 3 Mission ‘Rising Sun’ Campaign.

Play as the Americans versus the Japanese in the 3 Mission ‘Eclipse’ Campaign.

Play as the Japanese versus the British Commonwealth in a 5 mission ‘Empire’ campaign.

Play as the British Commonwealth versus the Japanese in a 5 mission ‘Commonwealth’ campaign.

Play as the Soviet Union versus the Japanese in a 3 mission ‘Red Bear’ campaign.

Over 123 unique units!

Specialist units such as LV’Ts (Landing Craft Tank), LVCP’s (Landing Craft), Engineers and the ubiquitous LVT
(Landing Vehicle Tracked)

Japanese bunkers and other fortifications.

Japanese Infiltration units.

Japanese ‘Nikuhaku’ anti-tank suicide units.

High Definition grassland and beach terrains.

Four troop classes; Raw, Average, Veteran and Elite.

Other Game Features; detailed combat analysis, flank attacks, strategic movement, indirect fire, mounting and
dismounting from vehicles, multi-level hills and minesweepers.

Hours of game play.

Map zoom.
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Title: Tank Battle: Pacific
Genre: Strategy
Developer:
HexWar Games
Publisher:
HexWar Games
Release Date: 27 Jul, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista/7/8/8.1/10

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo or AMD equivalent

Memory: 2 GB RAM

English
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It's a short, fun, little seek game. You have to find each current item before you search for the next. I did get stuck while
searching for the umbrella. It didn't take long to find the other items. :). Feeling nostalgic for a classic turn-based RPG I
purchased this title as it looked to be a throwback to the good old days. I was disappointed right off the bat when the controller
input did not work correctly, but I am a trooper and decided to play it with the keyboard. That minor glich aside, I was truely
enjoying this game.. I picked this up on a whim when the Lunar Pack was on sale, and I've been very pleasantly surprised and
pleased with the game. It's a nice little platform-puzzler, especially for the Lunar pack price.

Enjoyable if:

-You like games with very little guidance--there's no tutorial and there are no hints or clues.
-You like games with an atmospheric story rather than a written or spoken dialogue (there are only a few symbols, no text, as far
as I've played)
-You like games where you can find your own way
-You like pixel art.

If, on the other hand, you prefer games with lots of hints, levels, and a clear game trajectory, this is probably not a game you'll
enjoy.

Small drawbacks: There's no way (that I've discovered) to restart the game if you get stuck in certain areas of the game, other
than quitting and restarting the game. This is only a real problem at the beginning, though, before discovering moves like the
double jump. As progress in the game is saved, this is only a minor annoyance. Also, occasionally the various filters are a bit
much.

Overall: 8\/10. Is this some kid's school project? If so, keep the $0.49. OMG

hehe
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great volume! and it's nice to see Cirava again. If you liked Sins of a Solar Empire then you will absolutely LOVE Star Ruler. -
Everything like Sins, just bigger and more interactive. You can create galaxies that contain over 10k+ Solarsystems and the
same amount of ship which you can even design yourself.. So far, I suck at this game.

But I'm having fun with it. Allllllll the guns.

My wife looked over my shoulder while I was playing and said "OMG, there are so many of them," and yes there are.

See new and exotic lands.

Meet interesting people.

See a huge variety of planes.

And kill them.. If only the controls displayed on the screen would translate in-game after their respected controller inputs. The
game play seems as though it was developed by an incredibly lazy team of developers, and tested by a Quality Assurance team
from the financial field. This game feels as though it was more of a burden on the team who created it than it was a project
filled with passion. It feels as though this team had no pride in their work and just put a game out because they were told to..
Great old classic FPS. Challenging single player and huge multiplayer maps. A very easy way to collect Achievements. In my
oppinion it totally worths its prise! 1€ for 5000 Achievements. ^^. First impressions:

I've played for about 45 minutes so far.

(optional let's play footage)
http:\/\/youtu.be\/I_dPFheMsL8
The game use a 2D background with 3D characters and objects over it. It doesn't look too bad. Initially I noticed a bit of
contrast between the the 3D and 2D but these usually seemed to blend together most of the time. The game nice peaceful music
playing at all times.

It's a point and click adventure problem solving game. You inspect objects, pick stuff up, use objects together to find solutions
to problems. It is typical sort of stuff you in the genre.

It is not a fast game. You spend a lot of time listening to the protagonist's monologue about everything you try to do or look at.
There is a lot trial an error finding solutions to objectives. Some of the dialogue is amusing; the protagonist is an inventor and
does not speak kindly of Da Vinci who is a rival inventor for him. I kind of liked the part where you actually 'design' inventions
by sitting down in the workshop and drawing sketches by combining ideas together. Some of them look pretty funny.

The game isn't too bad. I wouldn't of it's kind but I couldn't find any major problems with it. I would recommend is looking for
games like this.

Click here for more let\u2019s play videos =). fun game like the fact of controling the ships and eveerything!. This was a neat
little Gradius-clone, luckily I had beaten Gradius V not too long ago, so I still had a little "skill" left.. I do want to like this game,
but the killer for me is the interface. Can't seem to get the buttons to work sometimes (they aren't clickable). And can't get the
orders activated correctly. Click on the '2' orders, and instead it selects the '3' orders. Intensely frustrating. will try on home
computer to see if its a hardware issue on my end, and update.

3 week later update: button issues resolved using different screen resolution settings, so playability much better now. Fairly
enjoyable little game with a tactical board game type feel.
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